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The CounterCrown offers the most amazing visual impact  
for a promotional counter

exhibition 
kiosk/counterCounterCrown I

 

 4		Assembly is fast, aluminium hardware pushes together and graphics 
slide over the frame

 4		Simple to dismantle and easy to transport

 4		Extremely light - framework is tubular aluminium 

	 4		Replace the graphics when you have a new product,  sales message 
or pricing

Using the CounterCrown you can benefit from the following: 

An impressive large counter that is easy to transport to different 
venues. Comes in 3 metre wide as standard but also available in 
other sizes too.

Imagine the benefit of using the ‘CounterCrown’ for your stand

Easy to assemble frame work is covered by 
tension fabric graphics
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CounterCrown I exhibition kiosk/counterCounterCrown I lightweight promotional counter
The CounterCrown is designed for quick push together and lock 
frame with zip over fabric graphics making it light enough to 
reposition once assembled for ease of use.

#1
identify and layout the bottom of the 
framework. Push sections together and 
lock using the allen key.

#5
Add the plexi glass counter top to finish off 
the counter section.

#7
Hoist up the crown on the centre pole and 
insert into the pole central counter.

Notice how light the crown is to hoist up 
into position. Your stand is now complete.

#3
Slide and secure the shelving and bracers 
into position. then mount the top bars like 
at the start. 

#2
Once the footprint is laid out add the vertical 
uprights to the footprint. 

Add the internal shelving and the bracing 
beams. Make sure that they are all coked using 
the allen key.

#6
Assemble the crown frame and the central 
counter in the same way as you assembled  
the counter.

The pull on the Fabric wrap and zip it up to 
secure.

#4
Stretch the fabric graphics over the frame from 
the top and zip up at the bottom to secure the 
fabric graphics in place.

Take note the zip access panels align with the 
internal shelving.
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Exhibiting MadeSmarter

 4		Easy push fit and allen key fitting
 4		Lightweight and portable
 4		Machine washable polyester fabric graphics
 4		Heavy duty industrial zips
 4		Plexi glass counter top
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CounterCrown I ideas to inspire you...
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“We received our CounterCrown stand last month and it has already 
been a massive hit at two of our biggest events of the year! Easy to 
set-up and dismantle – we love the way it looks!”

Exhibiting MadeSmarter

CSL CounterCrown
At NSI Summit
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Exhibiting MadeSmarter

CounterCrown
FabriBooth

FabriForm

The push together and lock frame with zip over fabric 
graphics is so versatile. Making them lightweight, fast and 
easy to assemble
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How We
Work
Send Us a 
Sketch!
We’ll transform your sketch into a 
presentation and put together a quote

Then when you have confirmed the 
project...

We will provide graphic panel plans for 
your designer or you’re welcome to use 
our design team

Self building? We’ll supply you with 
build drawings or you’re welcome to  
use our installation team

Quick & EasyInspiring DesignExhibit Smarter

3D

Make a smart decision and call us now for a FREE demonstration

ASK

FOR A FREE

DEMONSTRATION


